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Sir, 

INTERNSHIP THESIS 

Enclosed is a report entitled "A Research on Customer Satisfaction Towards Hotel Ansar 
Services". The report addresses a research on Hotel Ansar services to its guests. 

I do hope that this report will meet the requirement of subject Marketing Intermship (MKT 650). 

I would like to take this opportunity to communicate my appreciation for your grateful advice rendered during entire preparation of this report. Without the support, guidance and cooperation from all mentioned, this report would not be possible. 
Thank you 

Yours faithfully, 

MASLIZA MOHD NASIR 
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ABSTRACT 

Lodging continually changos to accommodute its guests. These changes may also 

involve customer satislaction, wlhich is an important ingredient in the marketer's formula 

for success This rescurch is developed to identily the degree of customer satisfaction 

towards lotcl Ansar servicc and clemcnti allecting it 

This rescarch was caied out in tho llotel Ansar prenie, which involved 93 

respondents selected among thec In-house gucsts of the hotel. The researcher managed to 

use systematie sanupling in distributing the questionnaires. The data gathered was then 

produccd into meaninglul infomation using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SP'SS) computer program. "The data afterwards gone through the stage of analyzing and 

interpreting 
The findings of this research show that the level of customer satisfaction 

towards the services of Hotel Ansar is moderate. There were respondents who satisfied 

with the services provided, and there were some others who did not agree with the 

services. Thus, Hotel Ansar should find ways to overcome the weaknesses and problems 
exist in the operation and management of the hotel to make sure the services delivered 

able to fulfil the expectations of its guests. 
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